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Partially Coherent X··-rays 
From Modern Storage Rings 

David Attwood, Klaus Halbach and Kwang-Je Ki.m 
Center for X···Ray Optics 

~awrence Herkeley Laboratory, University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

The Daft ~-ray and vacuum !-illeayiolet spectnll. r-egions (collectively the 

XUV), extending fL·om photon etmrgies of several electt·on volts (eV) to several 

thousand electron volts (KeV), at•e rich in atomic and moleculat· stt·ucture. 

The regions include primary resonances of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen, which 

aee important to fields as diverse as biology and microelectronics, as well as 

myriad molecular resonances. Although previously of limited access to all but 

a few ::.;pee i·aJ.ists, the XUV region is now experiencing a renaissance which will 

open it to a broad class of life, physical and industrial scientists. 

t . l' 1 1 i . b . . f . t . th d 1 t Recen rev1ew ar 1c.es cescr1 e s1gn1 1can progress tn · e eve opmen 

of x-ray optical techniques, such as focusing lenses, interference coatings, 

normal incidence mirrors, picosecond detectors, thin window materials, and so 

forth. ln addition, there is great progress being made in the development of 

coherent .radiation suur:ccs 2 , which will pcrmi t the extension of phase 

sensitive techniques to this interesting spectt·al r:·egion. These now sources 

will provide new capabilities for achieving high photon flux levels with 

narrow spectral widths, picosecond Limo st..t·ucture, ,polarization control, and 

the ability to point and focus to small sample volumes. 

' 
The ideal source of soft x-raYs is one of full coherence, and high peak or 



average power as dictated by applications. Full coherence implies a linewidth 

limited only by temporal pulse duration, and a perfect phase front (as from a 

"diffraction limited" source). Several routes to the development of such 

ideal soft x-ray sources are now being actively pursued. These include atomic 

lasers, free electron lasers (FELs), and storage ring (synchr~tron) 

undulators. For short wavelength (XUV) applications, FELs and undulators are 

very closely related, each being dependent on the development of well 

c.ontrolled (low "emittance") electt"on storage rings, with energies of order 

0.5 to 1.5 GeV beam er~rgy, and many period magnetic structures, referred to 

as undulators. •rhe major thrust of this article is that undulators provide 

the onlq sure route to coherent soft x-rays in the near term, that they a.re 

tuneable throughout the region of interest, and that they will serve a 

multitude of users, in disparate fields of science and technology, albeit at a 

large central research facility. 

Figure 1 illustrates interesting atomic and molecular transitions that 

might be utilized to pursue a variety of scientific ends in the put"e and 

applied sciences. Shown in the upper left is the extent to which coherent 

radiation sources (klystrons, lasers, etc.) are available. Note that they do 

not extend siJ?,nif lcantly beyond 1, OOOJ!.. Incoherent x-·ray sources, 

particularly broad-band synchrotron t"adiation facilities, are shown in the 

lower right. The large block in the overlap region shows the extent to which 

partially coherent undulators could be utilized to bridge this gap. 

Figure 2 illustrates the production of coherent undulator radiation by a 

very fine, pencil like beam of relativistic electrons traversing a periodic 

permanent magnet structure. The radiation wavelength is relativistically 

contracted ft"om centimeter magnetic period lengths to x-ray wavelengths, and 

appears in a vet"y narrow radiation cone of angular width typically 100 

mict"oradians. As observed in the forward direction, undulator radiation is 
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Gohet:"ent sout:"ces pt:"esently extend to about l,OOOA. Incohet:"ent 
syncht:"olt:"on t'adiation sout:"ces pt:"esently covet:" the x--r.ay 
t:"egion. Undulator radiation, at the next generation storage 
rings, will provide a much needed source of pal"'tially coherent 
radiation in the important soft x-ray and VUV spectral r-egions. 

largely coherent in nature - appearing to come fl"'om a near diffr-action limited 

suurce (small area • solid angle pr-oduct), and having a nar-row spectr-al 

width, or or-der- ~/6~ - N. Figur-e 3 shows the shar-p spectr-al featur-es of a 

proposed undulator-, as well as the spatial r-adiation pattern ten meter-s from 

the sour-ce. 

Figur-e 4 shows a compar-ison of undulator- and laser- techniques in tet'ms of 

average coher-ent power-, that is the power- r-adiated with full spatial 

coherence, and a longitudinal (tempor-al) coherence of 1 llm (micr-on) or 

longer·. Note that only undulator-s are able to provide coherent radiation in 

the important soft x-r-ay region. Atomic and molecular lasers, as well as 
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Figure 3 ·_Spatial and temporal radiation calculated for a soft x-ray 
undulator on the proposed Advanced Light Source at Berkeley. 
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laser hat~onic and mixing techniques, are primarily limited to wavelengths of 

order l,OOOJL Exc.iting new results at Lawrence Livermore 3 have now 

demonstrated lasing techniques to the 200A region, and we anticipate that 

these will be extended somewhat below lOOX. These devices will likely reach 

higher peak power at some point, provide relatively narrow spectral width 

4 
(A/~A ~ 10 ), but will not necessarily possess full spatial coherence, and so 

are also partially coherent in nature. Other laser techniques 4
, of 
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Figure 4 Partially coherent undulator radiation will be available at 
wavelengths throughout the VUV and soft x-ray spectral regions 
at the next generation storage ring facility. With feedback 
mirrors, or very long undulators, these facilities will 
eventually provide the first XUV free electron lasers. Atomic 
and molecular lasers, as well as laser harmonics and mixing 
techniques, arc shown for comparison. 
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significantly smaller scale, are likely to appear in the several lOOA region 

over the coming years. 

In sununary, we se,c an important role for undulators at next generation 

storage rings in the coming years. Undulators will provide partially coherent 

x-rays, at wavelengths to lOA and beyond. Undulators are tuneable, will be 

available to a broad array of scientific groups, and importantly, will provide 
r. . 

eadiation of full spatial coherence, full polarization control, ;:md picosecond 

lime structure. 
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